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Introduction to website privacy and 
compliance



Global privacy legislation map
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Improper data handling 
is a top reason for 
customer churn

Of consumers state that they would turn their back on a brand which is 
using consumer data without consent

Data source: Statista Why do consumers break up with brands

80%
5

https://www.statista.com/chart/12281/why-do-consumers-break-up-with-brands/
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Enforcement increases
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“Many companies ignore the 
stringent privacy laws in Europe. 
This is possible, because it is too 
complicated and expensive for 
individual users to claim their rights.
noyb closes the gap between law 
and the reality by collectively 
enforcing your rights, so that your 
rights become reality.”

Max Schrems
Honorary Chairman, noyb

noyb
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Website tracking technologies

Cookies localStorage FLoCTrust Token

First or third party cookies are small 
files which are located on a user’s 
computer and contain information 
about the user and carries the 
information from one visit to the next.

localStorage is a way to store 
data on the client’s computer. 
It allows the saving of 
key/value pairs in a web 
browser and it stores data with 
no expiration date.

Trust tokens aim to connect 
a user between two 
separate sites while not 
revealing any personally 
identifying information 
about them.

Federated Learning of Cohorts 
uses machine learning 
algorithms to analyze user data 
and then create a group of 
thousands of people based off 
of the sites that an individual 
visits. 

Tracking technologies are constantly evolving, but consent is here to stay
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Criteria for valid consent according to GDPR

Freely Informed ExplicitGranular In Advance Easy to 
withdraw

Documented

Consent must 
be given 
freely, access 
must be 
possible 
without 
consent.

All relevant 
informaton 
must be given 
at the point of 
providing 
consent.

The purpose of 
the data 
collection must 
be granular. A 
general 
consent is not 
valid.

Consent must 
be given 
explicitly 
e.g. through a 
click or other 
activity; implicit 
consent is not 
valid.

Technologies 
not covered by 
legitimate
interest should
only be loaded if 
consent is 
given.

Consent should
be as easy
to withdraw as 
it is to give.

The website 
must be able to 
prove that the 
user has given 
consent and that
the consent
meets the 
requirements for 
valid consent.
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Digital compliance affects key business functions

Marketing & Digital Advertising 

Compliance with GDPR, ePR, CCPA and 
other existing and upcoming legislations, 
and protection against fines.

Strengthening data integrity by easily 
auditing, reporting and documenting 
on cookies and trackers.

Respecting the privacy of the website visitors

Legal & Compliance
IT & Website 
Management

Ability to reach prospects, 
measure results from 
advertising investment and 
report on ROI.
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Protect brand reputation and 
build trust with website visitors

Online brand reputation is what consumers 
and users are looking at before purchasing 
from a business or interacting with a brand.

Protection from fines and 
violations

Fines can be up to 20% of annual revenue.

Why should businesses care?



Why Cookiebot CMP?
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CookiebotTM – A global platform for privacy protection and compliance

Global Community

450,000+
Websites use Cookiebot CMP

11bn+
Active user consents 
managed 

47+
Different languages 
supported

2012
Year of establishment

80+
Employees

2,200+
Global Resellers



Easy implementation and automated 
ongoing maintenance

§ Implementation in two simple steps.

§ Powerful patent-pending scanning 

solution that automatically detects, blocks 
and categorizes all cookies and tracking 

scripts with no extra effort required.

§ Dynamic updates to the consent banner 

and cookie declaration with any newly 

discovered cookies and trackers identified 

by regular scheduled scans. 

§ Supporting the latest innovations in this 

space through strategic partnerships.

Effortless cookie compliance with 
the major privacy laws

§ Compliance with the major data privacy 
laws like GDPR/ePrivacy, CCPA, POPIA, 
LGPD and many more.

§ Powerful patent-pending scanning 
solution that detects 63% more cookies and 
trackers than any other solution in the 
market. 

§ Extensive cookies and trackers repository
We recognize & categorize 81% more 
cookies & trackers than any other 
solution.

§ Fully customizable consent capturing 
banner.

Competitive and transparent 
pricing

§ Competitive and fair pricing model 

that is based on the number of 

subpages of your website. Starting 

from 100+ subpages per domain for €9 

per month.

§ Ease of adoption through a free 30-

day trial including premium features 

with no strings attached.

§ No hidden fees with low commitment.

§ Easy to forecast.

Why Cookiebot CMP
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Integrations

Google Consent Mode



Cookiebot CMP solution
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Supported in 6 languages:

English
French
German
Italian
Spanish
Danish

Cookiebot Manager
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Fully customizable cookie consent banner

Optimize your opt-in rates while still obtaining valid consents and respecting your website users’ right to privacy. 

Standard banner
& 

widget

Customized banner 
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Cross domain consent

It enables you to make single 
users' consent applicable 
across all your domains.



Full website user transparency

1. Full visibility of 
the consent date 
and time

2. Users can 
amend their prior 
given consent at 
any time

Ready to use cookie declaration Transparency for your end users

3. Information about 
the latest update



User consent overview 
over time
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Detailed overview of the 
consent overtime with a 
downloadable CVS log



Compliance in two steps
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1. Add the banner script to the 
HEAD-tag of your website

2. Add the cookie declaration 
script

1.

2.
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Monthly scans and reports
Detailed scan reports, consent statistics and logs are available at any time in the Manager user interface. 

Account to receive the report



Google Consent Mode 
integration
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Measure conversions while 
respecting user consent 
choices. Receive vital 
marketing insights and 
analytics data even if your 
website visitors choose to opt 
out of cookies in a fully GDPR 
compliant way.
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Transparent Pricing
A monthly subscription fee per website, determined by the number of subpages



Relevant support links

3-step installation guide

Developers Guide

Support Center
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mailto:https://www.cookiebot.com/en/help/
mailto:https://www.cookiebot.com/en/developer/
mailto:https://support.cookiebot.com/hc/en-us/categories/360000349993-Implementing-Cookiebot-on-your-website


Thank you!
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For more information about Cookiebot CMP, visit https://www.cookiebot.com/en/

https://www.cookiebot.com/en/

